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Abstract. Experiments have been performed investigating the use of ion cyclotron current
drive (ICCD) for sawtooth destabilization. The analysis allows for a generalization to any
method capable of driving current close to the q=1 surface. A detailed study of the inverted
ICRF heating scenarios, to be used in the hydrogen phase of ITER, shows the sensitivity of
such scenarios to small concentrations of impurities having the same charge to mass ratio as
the D minority ions. Their presence prevents any D minority heating, as the fast wave cannot
longer reach the D ion cyclotron resonance layer. This has possible implications for the
choice of the ICRF heating scenario in the hydrogen phase of ITER. An improved
understanding has been obtained for the evolution of the density in the scrape of layer (SOL)
with strong gas puffing (to improve coupling) during high power low hybrid (LH) operation.
Agreement with experiment can only be obtained assuming that LH power losses in the SOL
increase ionization.
Introduction. For a successful operation of ITERs baseline scenarios, heating and current
drive systems will be essential to initiate, sustain and control the largely-self-heated fusion
burn, to optimize the current profile and contribute to eliminate instabilities. Continued
progress in optimizing these systems and in the understanding of the physics involved is
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important to accelerate the ITER operational phase and this paper summarizes recent results
obtained on JET in this field of research.

1. Control of sawteeth using ICCD

Fig. 1. Simulated magnetic shear profile for JET
pulse #58934 during the sawtooth destabilisation
phase with off-axis co-current propagating ICCD
(-90o phasing), solid line; the same target
parameters but with off-axis counter propagating
ICCD (+90o phasing), dashed line; the same target
parameters but without ICCD (only central
heating), dot-dashed line.

Fast alpha particles in a tokamak
reactor have the potential to
induce sawteeth with long periods.
While long sawtooth free periods
in themselves do not have any
detrimental effect on the plasma
performance, the crashes
associated with them can trigger
unwanted magneto hydrodynamic
(MHD) activity. In particular,
crashes after long sawtooth free
periods could generate seed
islands for neo-classical tearing
modes (NTMs) as reported in
earlier experiments [1, 2]. Since
the presence of NTMs can
degrade the plasma performance it
is important to either control or
avoid triggering of them. One
possibility to avoid NTMs is to
avoid large sawtooth crashes i.e.
keeping the sawtooth period short.

It has previously been shown that
the sawtooth period can be
controlled by localised ion
cyclotron current drive (ICCD)
changing the magnetic shear near
the q = 1 surface in JET [3-6].
Theory predicts that an increased shear should have a destabilising effect on the sawteeth
whereas a decreased shear should have the opposite effect [7]. However, the experiments
reported in Refs. [3-6] were run without any significant presence of fast ions in the centre of
the plasma. Since it was not evident that fast ion induced long sawteeth could be as easily
affected by ICCD as sawteeth without a significant fast ion population, dedicated
experiments with fast ions were carried out on JET in 2003 [8]. These experiments were
performed in plasmas with a toroidal magnetic field Bt = 2.7T and plasma current Ip = 2.6MA.
The scenario used for both tasks was hydrogen minority in a deuterium plasma (nH/nD ~ 5%)
and the available ICRF power in JET was split between two frequencies as follows: (i) a fast
hydrogen population was created to generate sawteeth with long induced periods with 42
MHz ICRF heating (corresponding to a central cyclotron resonance (R ~ 3m)); (ii) sawtooth
destabilisation using off-axis ICCD near the q = 1 surface on the high field side with 47MHz
ICRH heating (corresponding to a H cyclotron resonance layer near the q = 1 surface).
Sawtooth destabilisation by ICCD was indeed achieved by phasing the ICRF antennas to
2
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launch counter current propagating waves. A short period after the application of the ICCD
an effective shortening of the sawtooth period was observed, indicating that the fast ion
induced long sawteeth could successfully be destabilised by applying ICCD [8].
Further analysis of the experiments has recently been carried out [9]. The main focus of this
analysis has been to simulate the driven currents and the pressure of the fast ions in order to
assess in more detail their possible impact on the sawtooth period. To this end, rather
comprehensive simulations of the ICRF power deposition and the distribution functions of
the resonating ions have been carried out with the SELFO code [10, 11]. This code combines
a full wave code with a 3D Monte Carlo solver for the orbit averaged Fokker-Planck
equation, and calculates a self-consistent solution. The current profile driven by the ICCD
for a discharge with effective shortening of fast ion induced long sawteeth is shown in Fig. 1
and compared to one in a control discharge where the phasing of the antennas was changed to
launch waves in the opposite direction (co-current). In the latter no shortening of the sawteeth
took place. Fig. 1 shows that for the case with -90 degree phasing the shear at q=1 is larger
than the critical shear scrit (scrit ~ 0.2 for this discharge), which is one of two simultaneous
requirements for instability of the internal kink mode in the ion kinetic regime (see e.g. ref.
[7]). The other requirement for instability, which involves the macroscopic stability of the
mode, and the response of the neutral beam ions is more complicated, as discussed in [12].
Nevertheless, the enhanced shear at q=1 for the case with –90 degree phasing, especially
when compared with the contrasting case with +90 degree phasing is consistent with the short
sawteeth observed, and the faster current penetration associated with a faster sawtooth cycle.

2. Inverted ICRF scenarios
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Power density (MW/m3 per MW launched)

(D)H Bt = 3.9T
The initial operational phase of ITER
Pulse No: 63307 Dipole t = 6.5-6.9s
0.02
will mainly use hydrogen plasmas to
minimise the activation of the
machine during commissioning. The
two relevant ICRF heating schemes
foreseen in H plasmas are based on
the heating of 3He minority ions or D
minority ions. Such scenarios are
0.01
called inverted scenarios because the
ratio of the charge to the mass (Z/A)
of the majority ions is larger than that
of the minority ions. The main
consequence is that the resonance for
the fast magnetosonic wave (FW)
(referred as the ion-ion hybrid
0
resonance Rii ) and the corresponding
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left cut-off RLcut off (associated with
the left-handed wave polarisation) Fig. 2 Typical deposition profile for direct
where the FW can be converted to electron heating with D minority heating in a H
waves with shorter wavelengths, is plasma (from Break-In-Slope (BIS) analysis).
between the ICRF antennae and the
minority cyclotron resonance layer Ric . The relative position of these layers is inversed
compared to standard heating scenarios for which Ric is encountered first by the FW
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launched by the antenna. Inverted scenarios with 3He minority ions and D minority heating
have recently been tested at JET [13]. A very important conclusion from these experiments
analysis is the key role played by a low fraction (nimp/ne ~1-2%) of C impurity ions (and
contributions from all other impurities with Z/A= 1/2) on the effectiveness of these heating
scenarios.
This was evident from the following
observations. First, with D minority
heating in H plasmas (Bt = 3.9 T, Ip =
(a)
2 MA, 29 MHz ICRH, central
electron density 31019 m-3, nD/ne = 12%), no fast D ions were observed,
(verified by neutral particle analysis
or -ray spectrometry). Second, no
neutrons were detected and the
maximum electron temperature
obtained was only around 3 keV.
(b)
Break-in-Slope (BIS) and Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis
[14, 15] performed on the electron
temperature response to ICRF power
modulation revealed a rather peaked
electron power deposition profile
maximum (Fig. 2) at a major radius
R ~ 3.5 m (plasma major radius R ~ 3
m and plasma minor radius a ~ 1m)
Fig. 3: Real part of the square of the with the power absorbed by the
perpendicular refractive index n from the electrons estimated to be 50 % of
resolution of the cold plasma dispersion relation. total the ICRF power. These results
Fast wave (FW) and slow wave (SW) branches allow us to conclude that instead of
are represented as well as the FW left cut-off having, as expected, a central indirect
RLcut-off; FW right cut-off RRcut-off; FW resonance electron heating by ICRF-accelerated
Rii and D cyclotron resonance Ric.
D ions (the ion cyclotron resonance
Two cases are plotted: (a, top) with nD/ne = 2 % layer radius was at Ric (D)  3.1 m),
in a H plasma and (b, bottom) with nC/ne = 2 % off-axis direct electron heating had
and nD/ne = 2 % in a H plasma.
occurred. This can only be explained
by the presence of a low
concentration of C ions (nC/ne = 2-3%) leading predominantly to mode conversion heating.
The effect on the dispersion relation of a C concentration nC/ne = 2 % is shown on Fig. 3. In
Fig 3a, a D concentration of nD/ne = 2 % has been assumed and one can see that the FW
propagates until it reaches the plasma centre where it undergoes either mode conversion at
Rii (and subsequent direct absorption by the electrons) or absorption on the D ions at Ric (D)
if the minority ions have a temperature sufficiently high to Doppler broaden Ric (D) beyond
RLcut off . Fig. 3b shows the influence on the propagation of the FW by further adding C ions
to the plasma at a concentration nC/ne = 2 %. The effect of the C ions is the same as what
would result from the addition of D at a concentration nD/ne = 12%, as the C ions act like D
ions but with a six times higher concentration. The ion-ion hybrid resonance/left cut-off pair
is moved to the tokamak low field side at R ~ 3.5 m and the mode conversion regime is
4
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expected to dominate. Numerical simulations performed with the 1D code TOMCAT [16]
indicate that concentrations as low as 0.5 % are sufficient to prevent an efficient absorption at
the D minority cyclotron resonance layer. Furthermore, as exemplified by the low and very
unsteady antenna coupling during the experiments, the FW wave absorption can indeed be
rather poor, resulting in a global pattern of standing waves in the tokamak that strongly
influences the power deposition [17]. In order to understand the details of the power absorbed
in short wavelengths, modelling has to be performed taking into account realistic profiles,
parasitic edge damping and 2-D wave propagation effects. This rather complex problem,
requiring massive parallel computer processing capabilities, will be addressed in the near
future [18].
It is interesting to note that the effect of the presence of low concentrations of C ions in the
plasma on the heating scheme was also observed in 3He minority heating in H plasmas.
Successful 3He minority heating was achieved for a concentration of 3He n3He/ne < 2 %, with
central electron temperatures up to 6.2 keV and energies of the 3He ions in the MeV range
using 5MW of ICRF power. As soon as the 3He concentration exceeded n3He/ne ~ 2 %, direct
electron heating by mode converted waves was observed. For the plasmas considered (Bt =
3.6 T, Ip = 2 MA, 37 MHz ICRF, central electron density 31019 m-3), the 3He ion cyclotron
resonance was central ( Ric ( 3He) ~ 2.9 m); the D ion cyclotron resonance was located far offaxis on the high field side of the plasma ( Ric (D) ~ 2.2 m) and not easily accessible as it was
located on the left of the FW right cut-off ( RRcut off ~ 2.4 m). Here again, the addition of C
ions at a concentration nC/ne ~ 2 % resulted in the presence of the ion-ion hybrid layer
associated with the presence of D and C in the plasma at a radius around 2.6 m. Using BIS
and FFT analysis of the electron temperature response to ICRF power modulation, direct
electron heating around this layer was confirmed experimentally during the 3He minority
regime at low 3He concentrations. Numerical simulations performed with the 2-D full wave
code CYRANO [19] show that for 3He concentrations of n3He/ne = 0.5% and without C ions,
almost all the power is absorbed by the 3He ions and none is directly absorbed by the
electrons. Including C ions at a concentration nC/ne = 2 % results in 30% of the power going
to the electrons because of the presence of the ion-ion hybrid layer. This parasitic electron
absorption is found to decrease as the 3He concentration is increased and the absorption by

Fig. 4a (left) and b (right): SOL density (left) and ionization source (right) profiles
for various near grill gas puffing and SOL LH heating rates, r is the distance from
the separatrix (at 0 cm) to the limiter (at 8 cm).
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the 3He ions reaches its maximum for 3He concentrations n3He/ne of about 1.5 to 2.5 %.
3. Modelling of SOL ionization during lower hybrid power and gas puffing
In H-mode plasmas in JET, the electron density in the SOL (ne,SOL) in front of the lower
hybrid (LH) launcher is typically below the cut-off density (ne,cut-off = 1.7 1017 m-3 for LH
waves at 3.7GHz). In such plasmas, it is possible to obtain good coupling of the LH wave by
puffing gas near the launcher using a specially designed gas pipe [20], which leads to a local
increase of ne,SOL (i.e. in the flux tube magnetically connected to the gas pipe and the LH
launcher). Good LH coupling has also been demonstrated in H-mode plasmas with distances
between the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and the LH launcher greater than 10cm [21].
This is important for ITER, where the LH antenna will be situated at least 12cm away from
the LCFS. At that location, ne,SOL is expected to be below ne,cut-off, based on extrapolations of
ITER edge simulations [21]. However, in order to extrapolate the near gas puffing solution
on JET to ITER, it is necessary to understand the physical mechanisms responsible for the
increase in ne,SOL. Several mechanisms could contribute, e.g. a change in transport or loss of
LH power in the SOL leading to an increase of the SOL electron temperature and thus to
enhanced ionization of the neutrals in the SOL. To study a possible effect of LH power
losses, the fluid code EDGE-2D has been modified to include the effect of the LH wave on
the ionisation of the neutral gas in the SOL. In addition, its calculation grid has been enlarged
to model shots with a large distance between the LCFS and the LH launcher [22]. Numerical
modelling shows that the observed SOL density increase cannot be reproduced with gas
puffing alone. However, a very good quantitative agreement can be obtained by assuming an
increase of Te,sol due to parasitic LH power losses in the SOL [22]. This is illustrated in Figs.
4a and 4b, for different combinations of gas puff and SOL heating. As EDGE-2D is a 2D
code, the heating values mentioned are for the whole SOL, taken as one large flux tube; an
estimate for the power in the flux tube limited to the height of the LH grill can be found by
taking into account the ratio of the surface of that limited flux tube to the surface of the
LCFS, which is about 20,
resulting in 15kW LH power
or about 0.5% of the total LH
heating for the case
considered. The modelled
density growth due to SOL
heating and gas puff is
consistent with the modelled
SOL ionization source
profiles, Fig. 4b, which for the
case with gas puffing and
heating are strongly enhanced
and extend into the far SOL,
contrary to the case without
heating and/or without the gas
puff. However, this density
Fig. 5: Comparison of modelled density
growth in the SOL is not
profile (red line) with data (blue dots).
directly proportional to the
Modelling is only valid up to the limiter
SOL ionization source
(green vertical line).
profiles, because e.g. of the
influence of parallel transport,
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which in turn also depends on the temperature profile. This could explain the observed
improvement of the LH wave coupling obtained with near grill gas puffing [21].
The modeled density profile for a gas puff of 1022 el/s and for 300kW LH power dissipated in
the (full) SOL reproduces well the SOL density profiles measured by the reciprocating probe
in long plasma limiter distance JET discharges 58667 and 59817, see Fig. 5 [22, 23]. Note
that at present EDGE-2D can only model the SOL density up to the limiter (see vertical line
in Fig.5); a further extension of EDGE-2D is planned to be able to model the density up to
the radius of the launcher.
Further experiments are planned where the gas puff and LH power will be varied. These
modeling efforts will be complemented by turbulence measurements, in order to try to
estimate the relative importance of enhanced radial plasma transport [24] and enhanced
ionization due to LH.
Summary
Further detailed analysis of recent experiments has provided new insights in the underlying
physical mechanisms at play. The experiments show that ICCD is an effective method to
avoid large sawtooth crashes, by keeping the sawtooth period short in discharges with a fast
particle population. The main effect in destabilizing the sawtooth consists in changing the
shear around the q=1 surface above the critical level. The analysis therefore shows that any
method capable of driving a (counter) current close to the q=1 surface would in principle be
able to produce the same effect. In depth study of the inverted ICRF heating scenarios shows
the importance of the presence of small concentrations of C ions in the discharge on the
effectiveness of those heating scenarios. In particular, for the D minority heating scenarios,
the C ions act as a sixfold D concentration, and are therefore very effective in moving the
ion-ion hybrid layer to the low field side (i.e. much closer to the antenna), therefore making it
impossible for the FW to reach the ion cyclotron resonance. The effect of C impurities ions is
also seen in the 3He minority scenarios but with minor effects in contrast to the scenario with
D minority in H, and therefore is the only viable scenario for the non-activated phase of
ITER. Modelling of the SOL with strong gas puffing during LH heating shows that
agreement with measurements of the ion density profile in the SOL cannot be obtained
assuming gas puffing alone. Small parasitic losses of LH power, leading to increased
temperatures in the SOL, and thus to enhanced ionization, must be included in the modelling.
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